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4a Saturday, February 7, 2015spirals that respond to cycles of ATP binding and hydrolysis by undergoing
changes in oligomeric and/or conformational state, and then transducing these
physical rearrangements onto target macromolecules for controlling key bio-
logical processes. New structural and biochemical findings from the lab per-
taining to how DNA substrates are moved or remodeled by RecA/AAAþ
ATPases will be discussed.
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The relationship between protein three-dimensional structure and function is
essential in determining mechanism. Unfortunately most techniques do not pro-
vide a direct measurement of this relationship. Structural data is usually limited
to static pictures and function must be inferred. Conversely, functional assays
usually provide little information on structural conformation. To address these
limitations, we recently developed a single-molecule technique combining op-
tical tweezers and fluorescence microscopy that allows for both measurements
simultaneously [Comstock et al. Nat. Meth. 2011]. Here, we present measure-
ments of E. coli UvrD, a DNA repair helicase, that directly and unambiguously
reveal the connection between its structure and function. Simultaneously mea-
surements of the unwinding activity and conformation of UvrD helicase reveal
two distinct types of unwinding activity regulated by its stoichiometry. Further-
more, we show for the first time that two conformational states, termed ‘open’
and ‘closed’, control the directionality of translocation relative to the DNA fork
junction. Our findings have important implications on the mechanisms of
nucleotide excision and methyl-directed mismatch repair, in which UvrD plays
an essential role.
We anticipate that our technique will be applicable to many fundamental nu-
cleic acid processing systems, which generally involve multi-protein assem-
blies with many degrees of freedom.
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Cells are active systems with molecular force generation that drives complex
dynamics at the supramolecular scale. We present a quantitative study of mo-
lecular motions in cells over times from milliseconds to hours. Noninvasive
tracking was accomplished by imaging highly stable near-infrared lumines-
cence of single-walled carbon nanotubes targeted to kinesin-1 motor proteins
in COS-7 cells. We observed a regime of active random ‘‘stirring’’ that consti-
tutes an intermediate mode of transport, different from both thermal diffusion
and directed motor activity. High-frequency motion was found to be thermally
driven. At times greater than 100 milliseconds, nonequilibrium dynamics domi-
nated. In addition to directed transport along microtubules, we observed strong
random dynamics driven by myosins that result in enhanced nonspecific trans-
port. We present a quantitative model connecting molecular mechanisms to
mesoscopic fluctuations.
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The shape of animal cells is primarily determined by the cellular cortex, a thin
network of actin filaments and myosin motors that lies directly underneath the
plasma membrane. Cell shape changes are driven by controlled changes in the
physical properties of the cortex, which arise from the microscopic architec-
ture, composition and dynamics of the cortical network. We investigate how
the mechanical properties of the cortex are controlled at the molecular level,
and how changes in these properties drive cell deformation. We have developed
methods to investigate the spatial organisation of the cortex at the microscopic
scale and are exploring how network organisation and the spatial distribution of
motor proteins determine cortical tension. A precise spatial control of cortex
tension and contractility is essential during cell shape changes. For example,
during cell migration, contractility gradients towards the back of the cell
have been involved in promoting cell polarization and the forward movementof the cell body. We are studying the control and function of cortical contractile
tension during bleb-based migration of Walker carcinosarcoma cells. We could
show that in these cells, a sustained rearward cortical flow is sufficient to drive
persistent cell motion in confinement, in the absence of specific substrate adhe-
sions. Instead, we show that Walker cells use a friction-based migration mech-
anism, which relies on forces several orders of magnitude smaller than
adhesion-based migration. Such adhesion-independent locomotion may be ad-
vantageous for cells crossing multiple tissues, as it does not require the expres-
sion of tissue-specific receptors.
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Tissue cells react sensitively to the stiffness of their environment, which they
sense by applying actomyosin-generated forces through integrin-based adhe-
sion contacts. One important aspect of this essential aspect of the life of a
tissue cell is the mechanosensitive nature of the adhesion contacts, which
harbor a network of molecular force sensors. However, increasing evidence
suggests that actomyosin contractility might play a similarly important role
in stiffness sensing. Using a stochastic crossbridge model for force generation
through a cytoskeletal myosin II minifilament, we show that this contractile
unit already shows many aspects that are commonly attributed to cellular ri-
gidity sensing. For small substrate stiffness, minifilaments generate only tran-
sient and small forces. Above a threshold in stiffness, they switch into a state
of strong contraction. In the cellular context, this functional switch is further
modulated by ATP-concentration, myosin II phosphorylation, different
myosin II isoforms, the assembly kinetics of the minifilaments and of the
actin cytoskeleton, and actin binding proteins like tropomyosin. We will
also discuss how our model approach can be extended to include these addi-
tional aspects.
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Matrix rigidity sensing regulates a large variety of cellular processes and has
important implications for tissue development and disease. However, how
cells probe matrix rigidity, and hence respond to it, remains unclear. Here,
we show that rigidity sensing and adaptation emerge naturally from actin
cytoskeleton remodelling. We report that cells markedly modify their internal
rheology and traction forces in response to substrate stiffness. Our in vitro ex-
periments and theoretical modeling demonstrate a bi-phasic behavior of the
actin cytoskeleton, which transitions sharply from fluid on soft substrates to
solid on stiffer ones. Furthermore, we find that increasing substrate stiffness
correlates with the emergence of orientational order in actin stress fibers,
which exhibit an isotropic to nematic transition that we characterize quantita-
tively in the framework of active matter theory6. This finding implicates
mechanisms mediated not only by the activation of local adhesion complexes,
as it is usually assumed, but also by a large-scale reinforcement of actin struc-
tures under stress. As such, this unanticipated rheological response of the cell
represents the mechanical driver of cell shape changes and cell polarity as a
function of substrate stiffness.
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Mechanosensing is fundamental to numerous cellular functions, and myosin II
is a core component of this mechanosensory machinery. Given the importance
of successful cell division for maintaining genomic integrity, we reasoned that
myosin II-mediated mechanosensing would be a significant factor in ensuring
successful cytokinesis. We found that dividing cells are exquisitely sensitive
to mechanical stress inputs, relocating myosin II to sites of the externally
